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Convertible Instrument Preferred Share Round

▪ No valuation

▪ Less diligence

▪ More investors

▪ Smaller amounts

▪ Negotiated valuation

▪ Detailed data room

▪ Targeted investors

▪ Larger amounts

What Are My Options?



What to Address in the Term 

Sheet



Common Concepts

• Amount invested (individually and collectively)

• Closing date

• Valuation cap

• Discount rate

• MFN, if any

• Board rights, if any

• Information rights, if any

• Pre-emptive rights, if any

• Amendments to shareholder agreements, if any

• Expected reps (limited)

• Conversion Triggers



Stands for Most Favoured Nation

If you do a subsequent convertible 
round, may trigger changes:

▪ The existing instruments may 
update to any terms that are 
more favourable (partial swap)

▪ They may just update if they are 
more favourable on the whole 
(full swap)

▪ They may be subject to the 
investor determining the terms 
are in fact more favourable

But these investors aren’t shareholders, 
right?

▪ They will be, most likely

▪ These may be your first investors 
outside of the founders and some 
option grants

▪ They may worry about being unfairly 
targeted

▪ They may just want to see some things 
cleaned up

Why “if any”?

▪ A lot of this may be negotiated at the 
Series A anyway, making this 
unnecessary.

The “If  Any”s – MFNs and USA Amendments



The “If  Any”s – Information Rights

Generally, investors want to know what is going on with their investment without 

getting in the way too much.

Information rights are the common compromise in terms of what the company can 

provide regularly without being too onerous

Often include:

• Annual financial statements, typically unaudited

• Quarterly financial statements

• Monthly balance sheet updates, sometimes

• Inspection right, sometimes

• General right to inquire, sometimes

Often there is a discussion to be had about what stage the company is at and what is 

reasonable versus undue in their circumstances.



▪ Not a common request at an 
early stage

▪ More common, however, if the 
investor is a truly external party

▪ May be made with the 
understanding that the rep may 
be replaced at the Series A round

▪ Can be advantageous to the 
company if they feel they aren’t 
gaining investment traction

▪ Can also be a sign that the 
investor is less trusting of their 
investment

The big headache for lawyers

Starts from an eminently reasonable 
position:

▪ “I want the ability to put more money 
in at the next round to not be diluted.”

Rarely required

▪ Typically the company wants you to 
invest anyway

▪ Often the next round is at a price and 
size that make be too high for the 
initial investors

How do you square with existing pre-emptive 
rights?

▪ Often involves another USA 
amendment.

The “If  Any”s – Board Rights and Pre-Emptive Rights



Due Diligence



Due Diligence

Make sure correct legal structure is in place

• In Canada, there are a number of jurisdictions suitable for incorporation, 

unlike in the US.

• We see Canadian (federal) and Ontario most commonly, but BC and Alberta are 

also common.

• No franchise tax, unlike Delaware

Confirm nothing shows up on standard searches

• Company is in good standing

• No pending litigation

• No strange collateral



Due Diligence

Make sure company (not founders, employees, prior employer, etc.) owns all 

intellectual property (IP) that’s been developed

• How was IP rolled in?

• Have all employees signed the necessary documents?

• Are there former employers who may try to claim?

Review IP Portfolio

• Trademarks

• Patents

• Copyrights

• Trade secrets



Due Diligence

All equity should be issued and properly documented

• Founders should have clear documentation showing issuance of founder shares 

(i.e. subscription agreement, payment for shares, board resolution)

• Has anyone else been promised anything?

• Make sure appropriate vesting has been put in place

Compliance with labour laws 

• Employee vs. contractor issues

Compliance with securities laws

• Every equity issuance in a private company needs a valid securities law 

exemption (i.e. accredited investors, part of the organization or friends and 

family exemption)



▪ Matthew works extensively with 
emerging companies and investors as a 
part of the Firm’s Venture Technology 
and Emerging Growth Companies group. 
He advises on incorporations, 
shareholder matters, reorganizations, 
equity and debt financings, mergers 
and acquisitions and other corporate-
commercial issues that may arise.

▪ He has significant experience in the 
technology, life sciences, and not-for-
profit spaces.

▪ Email: 
matthew.literovich@dentons.com

▪ Phone: 416-863-4361

Matthew Literovich



Conversion Triggers



*Frequencies of occurrence shown parenthetically are sourced from the Convertible Debt Terms – Survey of Market 

Trends 2019/2020 published by Fenwick & West LLP.

Conversion Triggers*

• Mandatory Conversion: Qualified Financing

• Automatic conversion if a financing satisfies size and/or type 
criteria

• Likely (~80%) to occur at a discount compared to the pricing 
offered in the Qualified Financing

• Optional Conversion (Allowed in ~84% of convertible notes)

• Change of Control (~56%)

• Non-qualified Financing (~52%)

― Any financing that is not a Qualified Financing

• Maturity (~43%)

• Any Time at Holder’s Option (~2%)



* Frequencies of occurrence shown parenthetically and ranges of market terms are sourced from the Convertible 

Debt Terms – Survey of Market Trends 2019/2020 published by Fenwick & West LLP.

Change of  Control*

• Range of investor benefits upon a change of control:

• Holder entitled to convert or receive principal and interest plus 
premium (26%)

• Holder entitled to receive principal and interest plus premium 
(38%)

• Holder entitled to convert or receive principal and interest (30%)

• Holder entitled to receive principal and interest (13%)

• Automatic conversion (3%)
• Applicable premiums: 

• Range: 20% to 200%

• Median: Typically 50% or greater



Events of  Default / Amendment

➢ Events of Default

o Event of default is deemed to be the maturity date

o Typical events of default:

▪ Inability of borrower to make payments when due

▪ Borrower bankruptcy

▪ Material breach of the convertible note provisions

▪ Liquidation, dissolution or wind-up of borrower
➢ Amendment

o Normally, amendment of each convertible note would require the 
consent of the borrower and the holder

o If multiple convertible notes are issued as part of a series, a 
majority consent provision (by principal amount) may afford 
greater flexibility to extend maturity date or change conversion 
terms in advance of a financing



* Frequencies of occurrence shown parenthetically and ranges of market terms are sourced from the Convertible 

Debt Terms – Survey of Market Trends 2019/2020 published by Fenwick & West LLP.

Discount Features*

• Discount

• Provides for conversion of the note at a discount, relative to the price per share 
paid in the qualified financing that triggers a conversion

• Typical discount ranges from 5% to 50%, with 20% median

• Less common features:

― Discounts that ratchet up over time

― Discounts with most-favored-nation feature – i.e., holder “inherits” any 
comparatively favorable provision or feature granted to subsequent convertible note 
holders 

• Valuation Cap

• Protects holder against a very dilutive qualified financing, by providing for a 
maximum valuation at which conversion will occur

• Common for convertible notes issued prior to any preferred stock (~84%), but 
becomes less common following the issuance of Series Seed or Series A preferred 
stock (~48%) and even lesser still following Series B preferred stock (~21%)



* Frequencies of occurrence shown are sourced from the Convertible Debt Terms – Survey of Market Trends 

2019/2020 published by Fenwick & West LLP.

Liquidation Preference “Windfall”

• Borrower May Argue that Discount/Valuation Cap Results in a “Windfall”: 

• Conversion will likely occur due to a qualified financing, which is typically a preferred 
stock issuance with a liquidation preference of $X, equal to the purchase price

• Due to discounts or valuation caps, holders of convertible notes will receive the preferred 
stock with liquidation preference of $X, for which their effective purchase price is $(X-N)

• Provisions that Address a “Windfall” Situation: 

• Conversion of note into “shadow preferred” stock with an adjusted liquidation preference

― May result in a more complicated cap table and consent structure, as shadow preferred 
stock will likely become a sub-series of preferred stock (i.e., if qualified financing is a 
Series B, the main financing will be Series B-1, and the shadow preferred stock will be 
Series B-2)

• Conversion of note into (i) preferred stock with aggregate liquidation preference equal to 
the amount of note converted, and (ii) the balance as common stock

• NOTE: The “windfall” may actually be a feature, and not a bug!

• A majority of convertible notes do not provide for a remedy for this “windfall”



Issues to be Addressed at Conversion

• Holder must sign transaction documents

• Investors Rights Agreement, ROFR and Co-sale Agreement, 

Voting Agreement

• Assess “Major Investor” status of holder, based on number and class of shares to be 

received 

• Treatment of convertible notes as pre- or post-money

• It would be hard to resist treatment of notes that ultimately 

convert as being pre-money, but room to argue that non-

converting notes should be treated post-money

• Holder may need to waive some interest in order to allow cap table to settle in advance 

of closing



▪ Member

▪ Co-Chair, Corporate & 

Securities Group

▪ Chiesa Shahinian & 

Giantomasi PC

▪ 973.530.2021

▪ LSmith@csglaw.com

Laurence M. Smith



Factors in Determining Value



Factors in determining equity value at conversion

Three Most Likely Outcomes

1.  Company will complete financing before the term

• Typically the security (Note or Safe) auto converts

• Flavors: (1) Discount to financing price, (2) capped “pre-money valuation” or (3) 

better of the discount or cap

2.  Company does not complete a financing before the term

• Flavors: Either (1) Note / Safe comes due or (2) auto-converts into a basic preferred 

/ last round preferred at a pre-determined price

3.  Company is sold before either of the above occurs

• Typically better of (1) return of investment or (2) what they would have received if 

converted at the “cap”

• Can also be fixed return (i.e. 200% of investment) giving more upside to founders



Terms / Definitions

Discount – Note / Safe converts at a price per share that is discounted relative to 

price/share paid by new investors in the qualified financing / Change of Control

• Example: $100,000 Safe issued at a 20% discount.

― If new investors in the qualified financing pay $4.00 per share

― Safe investor with $100,000 Safe will convert to approximately 31,250 

shares

― Price per share = $4.00 * 80% = $3.20

― Conversion shares = $100,000 / $3.20 = 31,250



Terms / Definitions

Valuation Cap – Note / Safe may specify a maximum valuation at which it will convert, 

to protect against very dilutive qualified financing

• Example: $100,000 Safe issued at a $5,000,000 cap valuation.

― If new investors in the qualified financing pay $4.00 per share which 

equates to a $10,000,000 company ‘pre-money’ valuation

― Safe investor with $100,000 Safe will convert to approximately 50,000 

shares

― Price per share of $4.00 at $10,000,000 pre-money means 

2,500,000 shares are outstanding (2,500,000 * $4/share = 

$10,000,000 valuation)

― Safe investor is ‘capped’ at $5,000,000 valuation, which is a 

price of $2.00 per share ($5,000,000 / 2,500,000 shares = 

$2.00/share)

― Conversion shares = $100,000 / $2 = 50,000



Factors in determining equity value at conversion

Safes v. Notes:

• Notes will typically have interest which also converts into equity at conversion

• Interest rate 

― Can be very low

― Can also be used as a sweetener to investors

― Rarely paid in cash (typically rolled into closing)

― Note tax issues on amending notes and on conversion

• Safes will not have maturity or interest

• Capitalization Calculation

― Safes have more ‘standardized’ terms and offer ‘pre-money’ or ‘post-
money’ capitalization calculations

― Notes are less standardized on capitalization calculations.  Typically more 
likely to be ‘pre-money’ flavor.
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Unless other cited, references to market terms in this presentation are sourced from the Convertible Debt Terms –

Survey of Market Trends 2019/2020 published by Fenwick & West LLP

Principal Terms – Basics



Conversion Terms

Frequency of  Discounts, Caps and MFN



Change of  Control Terms



▪ David Goldenberg is a Founding Partner 
of VLP. His practice generally involves 
helping growth-oriented companies on 
formation, financing, M&A and general 
contractual matters (including 
partnering and other business 
transactions). David excels at 
counseling companies at all stages, 
from helping founders form the 
company to assisting mature companies 
on large financings or sale.

▪ Phone: (415) 354-2442 

▪ Email: dgoldenberg@vlplawgroup.com
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